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IMSA COMPETITION BULLETIN IWSC #23-06 

To: All IMSA WeatherTech SportsCar Championship Participants 

From: IMSA Competition 

Date: January 11 

Re: IMSA WeatherTech Championship Sporting Regulations Updates 

 

The following corrections, additions (where shown in red) or deletions are made to the 2023 IMSA 
Sporting Regulations & Series Supplementary Regulations for the IMSA WeatherTech Championship 
and are effective immediately. 
 
13.2.2.C. (SSR) GTD. Must be a Silver or Bronze rated Driver.  
20.5.3. (SSR) Equipment must fit entirely within a Competitor’s allotted space, which is a minimum of 
21’ (L) X 10’ (D) and may vary dependent on the facility. At some Events, as specified in the SR, the 
minimum length may be 20’ (L), as specified in the SR.  From January 1, 2024, Art. 20.5.3. will be 
amended to specify a minimum length of 20’ (L). 

22.3.14.A. (SSR) Failure to adhere to the Stint Energy requirements is prohibited and may result in the 
following Minimum Penalties: 

i. (SSR) First violation: Stop + one hundred (100) seconds 

ii. (SSR) Second violation: Stop + two hundred (200) seconds 

iii. (SSR) Third and consecutive violations: Stop + three hundred (300) seconds 

28.5.2.A. GTP: Refer to Attachment 9 TBD. 

37.10.2. (SSR) N/A GTP Entrant must demonstrate a fuel capacity equivalent to or greater than defined 
in the LMDh and LMH technical regulations.  
43.1.1. Departure from the False Grid to the Starting Grid. Cars must be fitted with the intended 
Race Starting Tires, and the Race starting quantity of fuel prior to departing the False Grid to the 
Starting Grid at the time stated on the MxM. Refueling on the Starting Grid is prohibited until after the 
Race start per Art. 43.2.1. and tire changing is restricted per Art. 36.1.1. 
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46.3.1 A. (SSR) Std. FCY Emergency Service. A Car disabled as the result of an incident, running out 
of fuel, flat or deflating tire (not flat spot) or similar mechanical handicap (or where a Driver would 
exceed the maximum drive-time, or a GTP Car would exceed Maximum Stint Energy), in the sole 
opinion of the Race Director, may, after requesting and receiving permission from an IMSA Official (not 
IM), enter a closed pit lane (or not open for that class) and receive assistance only to remedy the 
immediate concern (as audited by the IMSA sensors: ~5 seconds of fuel for non-GTP Cars, GTP Car(s) 
must remain connected to the fuel hose for ~5 seconds regardless of fuel quantity delivered). Such 
“Emergency Service” Car(s) are then obligated to make a drive-through (although any service may be 
performed) on the lap after the pits are open for GTD PRO and GTD Cars per Art. 46.3.1 (Penalty: 
Stop plus ten (10) seconds for non-compliance with the obligation). Cars that take Emergency Service 
fuel must pit for fuel at the first permitted opportunity, prior to performing the drive-through. A Car 
entering a closed pit and working on the Car (typically crash damage) for an extended time is deemed 
to have met the Emergency Service obligation to pit again if such Car remains in the pit lane for two (2) 
or more laps. 

ATT. 8 
8.5.1. HVSA 
Hybrid Vehicle Safety Area (HVSA) or HV Quarantine, is a location at each track where Cars in an 
UNSAFE condition is driven/recovered to (either from the track or from the Paddock) if it is safe to do 
so. 

The location of this area may or may not be is accessible directly from track/pitlane and Paddock. It is 
surrounded by barriers and a set of PPE/HV Safety equipment is available within. Once inside this area, 
the IMSA Lead HV Technician (battery supplier) works to diagnose and advise of the issue so that 
corrective action can be taken by the Entrant. Once this is complete, and the IMSA HV Safety Office is 
satisfied, the Car is released to the Team HV Safety Officer. 

If the car cannot be made safe, the IMSA HV Safety Officer may request that Track Services transport 
the car to HVII. 

In case of rain, Entrants may provide and request for an Ez-Up to be placed over the Car. 
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8.10.2.C. When Car is On-Track 
If the Car becomes UNSAFE at any time when the Car is on track:  
i. Driver informs Team via radio;  
ii. Team HV Safety Officer communicates condition/issue on “Emergency Discord Channel”; 
iii. If directed by Team, Driver stops Car immediately - otherwise proceeds as instructed straight to 

HVSA using pit access; 
iv. If Car stopped, IMSA Track Services will arrive at Car and lead recovery;  
v. Driver to engage neutral, switch off Car to P0 (Driver switches), open the Master Service Disconnect 

(MSD). If Car is at risk of rolling, Car to be left in gear;  
vi. If Car can be towed to HVSA/Quarantine, Driver remains in Car and awaits instruction from Track 

Services;  
vii. If no injury or danger (from track or HV), Driver waits for IMSA Track Services to deploy rubber 

shroud for Driver exit;  
viii. If no injury but danger, Driver exits using Driver HV Emergency Exit Protocol;  
ix. Extrication/recovery occurs as required, led by IMSA Track Services;  
x. Car is moved to HVSA and remains there until HV system is made safe by Team with assistance of 

IMSA HV Safety Officer and IMSA Lead HV Technician.  
Entering the pits with a Car that has been in an UNSAFE condition without going first to HVSA is 
subject to Penalty: Stop plus time in pit lane (minimum five (5) minutes). 
8.10.2.D. If Car is in Pits 
If the Car becomes UNSAFE at any time when the Car is in the pits:  
i. Team must act to keep unprotected personnel away from the Car;  
ii. Team communicates condition/issue on “Emergency Discord Channel”;  
iii. Car may remain powered to aid initial fault diagnosis and rectification. Otherwise, Driver to engage 

neutral, switch off Car to P0, open MSD. If Car is at risk of rolling, Car to be left in gear;  
If HVSA is directly accessible from the Pits: 
iv. If Car can be pushed towed to HVSA/Quarantine, Driver remains in Car and awaits instruction from 

Track Services Car is moved to HVSA using appropriate PPE under IMSA HV Safety Officer 
supervision;  

v. If no injury or danger, Driver waits for IMSA Track Services to deploy rubber shroud for Driver exit;  
vi. When instructed by IMSA HV Safety Officer or Track Services If no injury but danger, Driver exits 

using Driver HV Emergency Exit Protocol;  
vii. Extrication/recovery will occur as required, led by IMSA Track Services;  
viii. Car is recovered under IMSA HV Safety Officer supervision using correct PPE.  
If HVSA is not directly accessible from the Pits and Car is capable of moving under its own power: 

ix. Car drives through the pits and around the track to HVSA entry - use of any “disabled Car’ shortcuts 
is permitted but such lap shall be disregarded if in accordance with prior instruction from the Race 
Director;  

x. When instructed by IMSA HV Safety Officer or Track Services, Driver exits using Driver HV 
Emergency Exit Protocol;  

If HVSA is not directly accessible from the Pits and Car is not capable of moving under its own power: 

xi. Driver remains in Car and awaits instruction from Track Services;  
xii. Car is recovered by Track Services to HVSA using correct PPE. 
xiii. When instructed by Track Services, Driver exits using Driver HV Emergency Exit Protocol.  
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The 2023 IMSA Sporting Regulations and Series Supplementary Regulations for the IMSA 
WeatherTech Championship shall be updated with the information herein and reissued as of January 
11, 2023.  


